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 In the past decade, research in the field of singlet fission, the process in which one high 
energy singlet fission exciton forms two lower energy triplet excitons, has seen a resurgence as a 
process that has the potential to improve solar energy conversion efficiency and contribute to a 
push for renewable energy. While an impressive motivation, there is still much progress in terms 
of understanding the physics of the process as well as improving molecular design for actual 
applications that needs to be made before this motivation can be fully realized. Two significant 
current hurdles in this field are the extraction of the newly formed triplet excitons from their 
entangled triplet pair state before recombination, and the lack of stable chromophores with viable 
energetics for singlet fission and high triplet energies for application purposes.  
 Over the past five years, we have addressed these issues with targeted molecular design. 
Only a couple of studies have successfully separated the triplet pair state in intramolecular singlet 
fission systems. We create an intramolecular singlet fission system, a PDI-pentacene-pentacene-
PDI tetramer, in which a charge transfer state is utilized to separate an electronically entangled 
triplet pair. We have also shown that singlet fission can be controlled as well as actually induced 
in chromophores by employing molecular contortion to tune the energetics. With this work, we 
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In 2010, Josef Michl and Millicent B. Smith published a comprehensive review of singlet 
fission1, catalyzing a renewed interest in and enthusiasm for original research in this field. Singlet 
fission is the photophysical process in which one high energy singlet exciton is converted into two 
lower energy triplet excitons, represented in the most basic terms in Eq. 1. 
S1 → 2xT1 Eq. (1) 
Now, in reality, the mechanism in which this process occurs is much more complex and nuanced 
than this representation, but this simple equation drives much of the motivation for continued study 
of singlet fission. One of the main applications singlet fission is said to be studied for its improved 
efficiency of solar energy conversion and the possible sensitization of solar cells2–4. 
When dealing with a 
typical silicon solar cell, much 
of the energy that reaches the 
semiconductor is actually lost to 
multiple processes, illustrated 
in Fig. 1. Photons with an 
energy less than that of the 
bandgap (in the case of silicon, 
1.1 eV) will simply not be 
absorbed by the material. 
Photons with an energy higher than that of the bandgap will lose excess energy as heat, increasing 
 
Figure 1: Representation of minimum losses contributing to the 
theoretical Shockley-Queisser limit for a silicon solar cell with a 
bandgap of 1.1 eV. This figure is reprinted from Semonin, et al. 
(2012)5. 
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losses the further from the bandgap it gets. Along with these processes, there are also energy losses 
due to problems associated with charge extraction, such as charge carrier recombination before 
collection. Taking into account all these loss processes, there becomes a theoretical upper limit to 
the efficiency of the solar energy conversion taking place in these solar cells, known as the 
Shockley-Queisser limit6.  
Singlet fission addresses the thermalization aspect of energy losses. Rather than losing the 
excess energy of a high energy photon as heat, singlet fission converts that extra energy into a 
second lower energy exciton, producing two lower energy excitons from one high energy photon, 
and theoretically raising the Shockley-Quiesser limit.  
The actual implementation of singlet fission for these purposes is a whole area of study in 
itself, bringing with it many engineering problems. Recently, there have been exciting advances 
in the area of singlet fission solar cell production7 and making this motivation a reality. This 
research is less focused on the actual implementation of singlet fission in applications, and more 
focused on designing and understanding the molecules that will be able to be used for these 
purposes. In order to successfully discuss these research projects, we must dive more in depth into 
some background for singlet fission. First, we must understand the more complex mechanisms of 
singlet fission that have been and still are being studied. Second, we must understand in depth the 
nature of the triplet pair state in this process. Third, we must thoroughly understand the main 
techniques we use to study this phenomenon. 
 
Section 1.1: The General Singlet Fission Mechanism 
As stated in Eq. 1, singlet fission, in the most basic terms, can be described as the 
conversion of one high energy singlet exciton into two lower energy and electronically separate 
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triplet excitons. These do make up the correct beginning and end states we look for to characterize 
singlet fission, however there is a more complicated process that occurs in the middle. A more 
correct version of this mechanism would look like Eq. 2: 
S1 + S0 →  1(TT) →  1(T…T) →  2xT1 Eq. (2) 
 
This equation represents the initial 
electronic interaction of an excited 
singlet state on one molecule with a 
ground state on an adjacent molecule. 
These interact to produce an 
electronically entangled triplet pair 
state, 1(TT). In order to successfully be 
claimed as singlet fission, these 
entangled triplets must undergo an electronic dephasing event to, therefore, be treated as two 
electronically free triplets. These dephased triplets, 1(T…T), may still maintain some form of spin 
coherence, but they are electronically separate9. When they have been fully spin and electronically 
dephased, then they are treated as fully free triplets10,11, but this end product is not necessarily what 
we think of when we clarify singlet fission. We define singlet fission as having been achieved 
when we reach the electronically separate, but still spin coherent, triplet pair state8. At this point, 
the triplets can travel individually, have a low chance of recombination, and can be extracted as 
individual triplets for applications. While this equation adds in more complexity to this process, 
we are still not finished. A more complete picture of this entire process is shown in Figure 2. Here, 
we see described the processes in which each state forms the next. This is still not the full picture, 
 
Figure 2: Representation of general singlet fission 
mechanism. The red box shows the point in the process at 
which is fully considered singlet fission. Reprinted from 
Miyata, et al. (2019)8. 
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but it corrects the description of singlet fission as occurring only once it reaches the electronically 
separated triplet pair state, 1(T…T). The electronically entangled triplet pair, 1(TT), will be 
described more fully in the following section.  
  
 Section 1.2: The Triplet Pair State & 16-Spin State Representation 
 One of the more interesting aspects of singlet fission is the complex triplet pair state. This 
state must be well understood in order to separate and extract free triplets for application purposes, 
but it also provides a unique system in which to study many-body interactions in molecular 
systems.  
In Eq. 2, we see the relevant triplet pair states, 1(TT) and 1(T…T), denoted as having singlet 
character because of spin conservation, and it is assumed that this singlet spin conservation is the 
lowest-energy triplet pair state. In reality, there are actually other triplet pair states available in the 
four-electron representation, specifically, triplet and quintet states. In order to break this down 
further, we use a four-orbital basis representative of two molecules (A and B) both with a HOMO, 
and a LUMO (Fig. 3). The triplet pair state requires both molecules to be in an excited state, 
requiring each orbital in this configuration to be occupied by one electron. 
 
Figure 3: (a) Representation of the 4-orbital basis, with molecules A and B, used in this section 
to characterize the triplet pair state, (b) 2-electron exchange integrals in the 4-orbital basis. 
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In 2015, Scholes12 determined that, using this configuration, there are in fact 16 spin 
eigenstates for the triplet pair state simply because there are 16 unique ways of distributing 4 
electrons with either  or  spin among the four orbitals. These spin eigenstates are only part of 
the total wavefunction for the triplet pair. The full spin-orbital wavefunction is the product of the 
spatial wavefunction (𝝓𝒊) and the spin wavefunction (𝝌𝒊) where P is the antisymmetrizer (Eq. 3) 
which becomes Eq. 4 in the four orbital active space we are dealing with.  
𝜳𝒊 = 𝑷[|𝝓𝒊⟩ ∙ |𝝌𝒊⟩] Eq. (3) 
𝜳𝒊 = 𝑷[|𝒉𝑨(𝟏)𝒍𝑨(𝟐)𝒉𝑩(𝟑)𝒍𝑩(𝟒)⟩ ∙ |𝝌𝒊(𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟑, 𝟒)⟩] Eq. (4) 
𝑬𝒊 = ⟨𝚿𝒊|𝑯|𝚿𝒊⟩ Eq. (5) 
Equation 5 simply depicts the energies corresponding to each spin-orbital eigenfunction. The 
spatial terms are referencing the orbitals labelled in Fig. 3. In terms of the spin wavefunction, we 
can depict the 16 primitive spin functions as shown in Table 1, representing the unique ways in 
which spins  and  can be distributed among the positions 1, 2, 3, and 4.  
 
Table 1: 16 Primitive Spin Functions in a 4-Electronic Basis 
M = 0 
𝜃1 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 𝜃4 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 
𝜃2 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 𝜃5 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 
𝜃3 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 𝜃6 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 
M = +1 M = -1 
𝜃7 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛼 𝜃11 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛽 
𝜃8 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛼 𝜃12 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛽 
𝜃9 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛼 𝜃13 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛽 
𝜃10 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛽 𝜃14 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛼 
M = +2 M = -2 
𝜃15 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 𝜃16 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽 
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M denotes the eigenvalue of SZ  for each configuration. Whereas the generally understood quantum 
number ms is the eigenvalue of SZ for each individual electron, giving us values of +1/2 or -1/2, M 
is representative of the four-electron configuration we have presented. This is how we get values 
of 0, +1, -1, +2, and -2. Spin configurations with M = 0 have overall singlet character, while M = 
+1, -1 have triplet character, and M = +2, -2 have quintet character.  
 Using linear combinations of the primitive spin functions depicted in Table 1, Scholes 
constructed the 16 orthonormal spin eigenfunctions describing the triplet pair12. These spin 
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[𝜽𝟏𝟏 + 𝜽𝟏𝟐 + 𝜽𝟏𝟑 + 𝜽𝟏𝟒]  Eq. (6n) 
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|𝛘𝟔,𝑴𝒔=𝟐⟩ = 𝜽𝟏𝟓 Eq. (6o) 
|𝛘𝟔,𝑴𝒔=−𝟐⟩ = 𝜽𝟏𝟔 Eq. (6p) 
These spin eigenfunctions are then used in conjunction with the spatial part of the wavefunction 
to form the spin-orbital eigenfunction (Eq. 3, 4), and determine the energies for each (Eq. 5). For 
detailed calculations of the energies from the eigenfunctions, see Appendix 1. The spin 
eigenfunctions in Eq. 6 can be sorted into singlet states (|χ1⟩ and |χ2⟩), triplet states (|χ3⟩, |χ4⟩, 
and |χ5⟩), and the quintet state (|χ6⟩). The energies of these states (calculated in Appendix 1) are 
shown below and are correspondingly singlet (Eq. 7a,b), triplet (Eq. 7c,d,e), and quintet (Eq. 7f) 
states. 






































































𝑬𝟔 = 𝟐𝑬𝟎 − 𝟐𝑲𝟎 − 𝑲𝒍𝒍 − 𝑲𝒉𝒉 − 𝑲𝒍𝒉 − 𝑲𝒉𝒍 Eq. (7f) 
 
These energies end up being equal to 2-times the excitation energy of a triplet (E0) with a 
combination of two-electron exchange integrals (K0, Kll, Khh, Klh, and Khl). The physical depictions 
of these exchange integrals are shown in Fig. 3b. In the four-orbital configuration we are working 
within, these constitute all of the possible two-electron exchange possibilities. K0 is the 
intramolecular HOMO-LUMO exchange integral, Kll is the intermolecular LUMO-LUMO 
exchange, Khh is the intermolecular HOMO-HOMO exchange integral, Klh is the exchange 
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between the LUMO of molecule A and the HOMO of molecule B, and Khl is the exchange between 
the HOMO of molecule A and the LUMO of molecule B. Important to remember is that during 
the calculations of these energies, we did not include any three- or four-electron exchanges. While 
these do exist, they end up being orders of magnitude smaller than the two-electron exchanges, 
and are therefore left out of the calculations for simplicity’s sake.  
 Intuitively, we can relate the magnitudes of these exchange integrals to each other. Because 
these exchanges are dependent on the spatial overlap and colocalization of the wavefunctions for 
the specified orbitals, it might seem obvious that the intramolecular exchange, K0 is necessarily 
larger than that of the intermolecular exchanges. When the intermolecular interaction and wave 
function overlap becomes negligible, the contribution from the intermolecular exchange integrals 
can be set to zero12. This is where we mathematically see a distinction between the 1(TT) and 
1(T…T) states. Negating the intermolecular exchange integrals provides a reasonable description 
of the electronically decorrelated 1(T…T) state, as electronic interactions between molecules is 
negligible. However, this is not an appropriate description of the electronically entangled 1(TT) 
state. While the intermolecular exchanges may not be as large as K0, the magnitude of each can 
drastically affect where the singlet, triplet, and quintet energies fall in relation to each other. While 
the singlet state is generally studied as the most important 1(TT) state, it is quite possible that the 
quintet state as well is just as important to the singlet fission mechanism is some systems13,14.  
 This mathematical distinction between the 1(TT) and 1(T…T) states15 is especially 





 Section 1.3: Inter- and Intra-molecular Singlet Fission 
 This distinction between the 1(TT) and 1(T…T) states becomes important when dealing 
with a system in which the it is difficult to overcome the binding energy of the 1(TT) state and 
electronically decorrelate. This is one of the main differences in functionality of inter- and intra-
molecular singlet fission. 
 As can be intuited by the name, intermolecular singlet fission occurs between two separate 
molecules, such as in crystals or thin films of chromophores, like pentacene, where the 
intermolecular interaction is governed by the molecular packing of that system. Intramolecular 
singlet fission, on the other hand, occurs within the same molecule, in which two (or more) 
chromophores are covalently attached through some type of linker. In these systems, the 
interchromophore interaction is governed by the linker used. Singlet fission can occur through the 
electronic interaction provided by the bond (aka through-bond)16–18, or the linker can spatially 
arrange the chromophores so that they have some electronic interaction through a pseudo-packing 
structure (through-space)19,2021.  
 Both genres of singlet fission have their own upsides and downsides. Because 
intermolecular singlet fission systems rely on specific packing for through-space electronic 
interactions, it is imperative that there are as few defects in these samples as possible. Theoretical 
work on the ideal packing structure for a singlet fission system rarely lines up with real 
experimental samples22,23. Amorphous thin films will only have some of their molecules in the 
most effective and efficient orientation for singlet fission24,25. In crystalline systems, while most 
molecules may be in similar configurations, it is not necessarily the ideal structure for singlet 
fission to occur. While these intermolecular singlet fission systems may suffer in this way, one 
thing they generally do not have an issue with is triplet pair separation, that is, electronic 
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decorrelation of the 1(TT) state. This binding energy and interchromophore interaction that was 
discussed in previous sections, is easily overcome via the diffusional space available in these 
systems11,26,27. It has been posited that this is not simply an effect of excess diffusional space, but 
actually an entropic contribution to the total Gibb’s free energy that determines the direction of 
equilibrium for the process. In the equation G = H - TS, it is generally assumed that the 
enthalpic (H) contributions are the most relevant because they are generally much larger than 
TS, but in a study of the temperature-independent singlet fission rate in tetracene, it was shown 
that the entropic (TS) contribution can compensate for enthalpic increases and favor singlet 
fission28. In any case, the 1(TT) state in intermolecular singlet fission systems is generally a simple 
intermediate state passed through on the inevitable journey to free triplets. 
 Intramolecular singlet fission systems, on the other hand, do not fare the same. Unlike 
crystalline structures (single crystals or polycrystalline films) and thin films, it is fairly simple 
(although, synthetic chemists may have a different definition of “simple”) to alter the through-
bond or through-space electronic interactions incrementally with a variety of bridges and linkers. 
This allows for improvements of efficiency and rates in the initial step of singlet fission, S1 + S0 
→  1(TT). Unfortunately, this condition is almost the exact opposite of what is required for  1(TT) 
→  1(T…T), the electronic dephasing of the triplet pair state. While this electronic 
interchromophore interaction may be overcome by a large phase space and entropic contributions 
in intermolecular singlet fission systems, unimolecular systems do not possess the same properties. 
Intramolecular singlet fission systems are an exciting area of study because they allow for singlet 
fission to take place on a single molecule scale, in solution, and free from interaction with other 
molecules. This design leaves nowhere for the resulting triplets in the 1(TT) state to diffuse to, and 
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no outside contributions to help overcome this binding energy. This results in a short-lived triplet 
pair state, followed by recombination of the triplet pair back to the singlet state, or annihilation. 
 In the past few years (i.e. since 2019), there have been a couple of major advancements in 
this triplet pair separation issue from Pun, et al.29 and Korovina, et al.30 using creative molecular 
design strategies. These studies will be discussed further in Chapter 2. The nature of the 1(TT) state 
is a hurdle in the road towards using intramolecular singlet fission systems in real-world 
applications. Investigating and understanding this state on a theoretical and experimental level is 
imperative for successful applications of innovative molecular design and continued advancements 
in the field8.  
 
 Section 1.4: Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
 One of the most ubiquitous techniques for studying singlet fission is transient absorption 
spectroscopy (TA). TA is one of the more basic pump-probe spectroscopy techniques, but it 
delivers a wealth of information on excited state dynamics for any given system. Fig. 4 depicts the 
basic setup of a TA experiment. 
 
Figure 4: The basic setup of a transient absorption experiment. A Pump beam at a specific wavelength 
for excitation hits the sample, followed by a broadband Probe beam at a given time. The Probe is then 
collected in a spectrometer and the change in the absorption of the sample with and without the Pump 
beam is determined.  
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Using a pulsed laser, the sample is excited into a higher energetic state with a pseudo-
monochromatic Pump beam. A broadband Probe pulse then passes through the sample at set delays 
after excitation, and records the absorption spectrum of the sample at different stages of excitation 
decay. A schematic of the excited state dynamics in a basic transient absorption system is depicted 
in Fig. 5.  
 
Figure 5: Schematic of basic excited state dynamics in transient absorption. Furthest right represents 
the A signal for these dynamics. 
 
The absorption of a system in its ground state is shown in the first panel. When the broadband 
probe pulse interrogates the sample in its ground state, at a time before the pump pulse has induced 
an excited state, the absorption profile is representative of the electronic transitions available from 
the ground state. In the second panel, the effects of the pump excitation are depicted. The 
wavelength of the pump used is selected from the ground state absorption profile in order to induce 
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a specific excited state in the system, in this case, the first excited state transition available. Once 
a new excited state is populated, some electronic transitions are blocked, and new electronic 
transitions become available, depicted in the third panel. Because the first excited state is already 
populated, the transition from the ground state to the first excited state is blocked. This is shown 
through a decrease in absorption, -A, at that transition wavelength in the new absorption profile. 
This feature is called Ground State Bleaching (GSB). The new transitions that become available 
in this state, like from the first to the second excited state, are called Excited State Absorption 
(ESA). These features are seen as an increase in absorption, +A at that specific wavelength.   
 In reality, we do not directly measure the absorption of a material; we actually measure the 
light transmitted (or reflection in some cases), which can be essentially viewed as the opposite sign 
of absorption. This means that GSB is seen as +T, and ESA is -T. TA data is presented with 
units of T/T (or in some cases, -T/T in order to more intuitively relate to the A property) where 
T =  Tp – T, the difference in transmission with the pump (Tp) and without (T).  
 Transient absorption data is generally presented as a 2D color plot as a function of the time 
delay between pump and probe, and probe wavelength. Essentially, 1D spectra are recorded at 
stepped pump-probe delays, and presented on a 2D plot together, with the intensity of T/T as the 
z-axis (Fig. 10a,b). From this, kinetic and spectral cuts can be taken for more specific analysis 
(Fig. 10c,d).  
  
 Section 1.4.1: Transient Absorption Experimental Details 
In each chapter, a different experimental setup for transient absorption is employed. In 
Chapter 2, a commercial broadband transient absorption spectrometer (Helios, Ultrafast Systems) 
with a time resolution of approximately 100 fs was used. A tunable optical parametric amplifier 
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(OPA) was used to produce pump pulses at 600 nm and 480 nm. The probe was a white-light 
supercontiuum of ~400-800 nm, generated with a fundamental 800 nm pulse in sapphire. 
 In Chapter 3, A Clark-MXR Impulse Yb-doped fiber laser was used at a repetition rate of 
800 kHz. The probe was a white light supercontinuum generated in YAG with 250 fs 1035 nm 
fundamental pulse. The pump was 5 mW of second-harmonic generated 515 nm. 
 In Chapter 4, a KMLabs Wyvern Ti:sapphire laser at a repetition rate of 5 kHz. This 
repetition rate allows for shot-to-shot detection. The probe was a white light supercontinuum 
generated in a continuously rotating CaF crystal with 780 nm fundamental. The pump was 0.8 mW 
of second-harmonic generated 390 nm.  
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Chapter 2: Triplet Pair Separation in Pentacene-PDI Tetramer 
 
 
 Section 2.1: Free Triplet Extraction in Intramolecular SF 
 One of the biggest hurdles for realizing applicable singlet fission in intramolecular singlet 
fission systems is engineering a method for triplet pair separation. Singlet fission can only be 
claimed to be singlet fission once the triplet pair has fully electronically dephased. In 
intermolecular systems like crystalline solids and thin films, this separation occurs through 
diffusion, and an entropic contribution that helps in overcoming the triplet pair binding energy. In 
intramolecular systems such as polymers and dimers, that binding energy is much more difficult 
to overcome, and the triplet pair ends up recombining or annihilating before separation can be 
achieved.  
Since the work in this chapter was completed, there have been a couple of published works 
that have managed to achieve this goal. In 2019, Pun et al. created an energy barrier design29 
consisting of a tetracene unit or units capped on both ends by pentacene chromophores. Adjacent 
chromophores; pentacene, with a T1 = 0.8 eV, and tetracene with T1 = 1.2 eV, undergo singlet 
fission to the 1(TT) state. The triplets that have been formed then move to the pentacene 
chromophores on opposite ends of the molecule due to the energetic favorability. The tetracene 
units in the middle effectively energetically detangle the triplets from each other because of this 
high energy barrier they form. This work showed long-lasting triplet excitons not seen in 
intramolecular systems previously, overcoming the typical triplet annihilation that occurs in the 
1(TT) state. 
In 2020, Korovina et al. also achieved the separation of triplet pairs in intramolecular 
singlet fission systems by utilizing the torsional disorder present in their molecules30. The perylene 
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units within each polymer were connected using a phenylalkynyl linker that provides favorable 
electronic interaction between chromophores, but also allows for free rotation of each unit around 
this axis. When the chromophores are in a planar configuration, singlet fission can occur up to the 
electronically correlated 1(TT) state, like normal. The free rotation of each unit around the linker 
axis, an entropic property, then will help to both spatially and electronically decorrelate the triplets 
from each other. With rotation, there comes a point when the orbitals of each unit are no longer 
interacting and are, in fact, orthogonal to each other, allowing for complete triplet separation and 
long-lived triplets free from recombination or annihilation. 
Both of these works are extremely important advances towards the application of 
intramolecular singlet fission systems, using different molecular design methods. To understand 
the mechanisms more in depth, please read their respective publications.  
 
Section 2.2 Molecular Design 
Here, I will describe a 
different design method we 
studied for achieving this same 
goal. By now, it should be clear 
that the binding energy of this 
1(TT) state needs to be overcome 
in some fashion in order for 
electronic decorrelation to occur, 
and there are multiple ways to 
approach this problem.  
 
Figure 6: Molecular design of triplet extraction system, (a) full 
tetramer, designed to undergo singlet fission, followed by charge 
transfer, (b) separate active units of the tetramer: pentacene dimer 




The system we designed for this purpose is shown in Fig. 6 and consists of a pentacene 
dimer proven to undergo singlet fission31 sandwiched in between two PDI chromophores. The idea 
is to facilitate either energy transfer or charge transfer from the pentacene chromophores to the 
PDI chromophores once the 1(TT) state is reached. Excited state dynamics of a pentacene-PDI 
dimer have been studied in hopes of heterofission, but, luckily for us, has not shown evidence of 
this process32. From here on we will refer to the full PDI-pentacene-pentacene-PDI tetrameric 
system as the Tetramer, the pentacene dimer designed to undergo singlet fission will be P2-
Dimer, and the pentacene-PDI dimer designed to facilitate charge transfer will be P-PDI-Dimer. 
The proposed mechanism can be visualized in Fig. 7.  
 
Figure 7: Scheme of charge transfer from singlet fission design in pentacene-PDI 
tetramer. Starting with a high energy excitation of the P2-Dimer to its singlet state, a 
triplet pair state is formed. The energetic favorability of the charge transfer state in the 
P-PDI-Dimer helps to overcome the triplet pair binding energy, resulting in free 
triplets. 
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Section 2.3: Spectroelectrochemistry and the CT State 
Before studying the Tetramer as a whole, we need to first fully understand each 
mechanistic part. One of the most important properties of this system is the nature of the charge 
transfer (CT) between pentacene and PDI.  In order to study this, we performed both 
spectroelectrochemistry as well as transient absorption spectroscopy on the P-PDI Dimer, as well 
as the whole Tetramer system.  
 
 
Figure 8: Spectroelectrochemistry data collected for the P-PDI Dimer. As the applied voltage  changes, 
the steady-state absorption also changes. The positive voltage indicates a decrease of electrons (towards 
oxidation), while the negative voltage indicates an increase of electrons (towards reduction). The first 
oxidation state is highlighted in red, and the first reduction state is highlighted in blue 
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Spectroelectrochemistry (SEC) is an important technique that provides us with steady-state 
absorption characteristics of a compound while in a charged state33,34. Like in voltammetry, a 
potential is applied to the system. Instead of measuring the current, we take a UV-Vis spectrum. 
This allows us to observe the 
spectroscopic changes the system 
undergoes when adding and removing 
electrons.  
The SEC data for the P-PDI 
Dimer is shown in Fig. 8. We can clearly 
see the first oxidation (red) and reduction 
(blue) states by their significant changes in 
absorption spectra. We also see a few 
more reduction states as the applied 
voltage becomes increasingly negative, 
but those are not important for our study 
of the CT state. Now, SEC does not 
directly give us information on the CT 
state itself. It does however give us 
information on the individual cationic and 
anionic states, which correspond to the 
first reduction and first oxidation states, 
respectively. This just means we were able 
to see the spectrum when an electron is 
 
Figure 9: Step-by-step process of producing pseudo-TA 
spectrum using SEC data. (a) Selected spectra from the 
neutral ground state (black), first reduction/anionic state 
(blue), and first oxidation/cationic state (red). (b) both 
anion and cation minus the ground state spectrum; this 
gives us the Absorption for these states. (c) when both 
the cationic and anionic Absorption spectra are added 
together, we see an approximation of the charge transfer 
state 
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added to the system (in this case the PDI is the acceptor and therefore the electron sits on the PDI 
unit of the dimer), as well as when one is removed from the system (similarly, the pentacene is the 
donor and this spectrum is indicative of one electron being removed from the pentacene unit).  
The point of performing spectroelectrochemistry on this sample is to determine the extent 
to which charge transfer occurs after excitation. In order to compare this information to our TA 
data of the same sample, we have to process this data a little. Transient absorption describes the 
change in absorption we see from the ground state to the excited state. Therefore, we must look at 
our spectroelectrochemistry data the same way. We achieve this simply by subtracting the neutral 
ground state spectra from both the first reduction and first oxidation state spectra (Fig. 9b).  
This gives us a qualitative comparison to what a transient absorption signal would look like 
when adding an electron to the PDI unit and when subtracting an electron from the pentacene unit. 
In a CT state, both these scenarios exist, so we add our cation and anion spectra together (Fig. 9c). 
This gives us an idea of what a cation and anion existing together, or a CT state, would look like 
in our system in terms of a transient absorption signal. This can now be compared to the TA 
collected from the P-PDI Dimer (Fig. 10). 
Panels (a) and (b) depict the 2D color plots of TA data using a 600nm pump to selectively 
excite the pentacene chromophore and a 480nm pump to selectively excite the PDI chromophore. 
Almost immediately, both samples reach the same excited state, indicating that charge transfer is 
the main decay pathway for this dimer system. Taking kinetic slices of both systems (Fig. 10c), 
we see that the excited states reached decay with similar time constants, again, indicating that the 
exact same excited state is populated regardless of which chromophore is excited.  
If we look at Fig. 10d, we can also reach this same conclusion. Spectral slices from both 
(a) and (b) were taken at 3.0 ps , showing the same excited state. These peaks were then compared  
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with our calculated CT state from the SEC data, to confirm this is in fact the CT state being 
populated. While the relative values of the peaks to each other are not the same between the TA 
and the SEC data, the peak placements are. In both the TA and SEC spectra, at 720 nm and 470 
nm, there are +Abs peaks, while there are -Abs peaks at 572 nm and 530 nm. The placements 
of these peaks indicate the same excited state transitions are involved after TA excitation as in the 
SEC induced cationic and anionic states. At this point, it is fairly well characterized that charge 
transfer is the most significant process occurring in the excited P-PDI Dimer.  
 
Figure 10: Characterization of CT state, (a) Transient absorption of pentacene-PDI dimer in chloroform 
using 600 nm pump to selectively excited pentacene, (b) Transient absorption of pentacene-PDI dimer 
in chloroform using 480 nm pump to selectively excite PDI, (c) kinetic slices from both (a) and (b) at 
531 nm (dark and light blue), and 709 nm (dark and light red). Using a simple single exponential fit, the 
decay values for these kinetic slices are 18.1 +-0.3 ps, 21.4 +-0.4 ps, 17.1 +-0.3 ps, and 18.5+-0.5ps, 
respectively. (d) Comparison between TA data and SEC calculated CT state 
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Section 2.4 Singlet Fission 
The singlet fission process between pentacenese in the P2-Dimer was studied using 
transient absorption spectroscopy, in a solution of chloroform, with a pump wavelength of 600 
nm. It has already been shown that this particular dimer should undergo singlet fission31, but it is 
important to confirm to further understand our system.  This TA data (Fig. 11) is presented in the 
units of -T/T, equitable to +A. This 
means the negative signal (in blue) is 
indicative of a decrease in absorption, 
or GSB. The positive TA signal (in red) 
is from an increase in absorption, and is 
the ESA signal. This data was analyzed 
using Glotaran35, a global analysis 
software, applying a sequential model. 
The results are shown in Fig. 12.  
We identify the initially excited state, EAS1, as the S1 state. This state then decays with 
=11.3 ps, while EAS2 then grows in with the same time-constant. EAS2 is identified as the triplet 
pair state formed via singlet fission, which decays with =3.3 ns. The classification of EAS2 as the 
triplet pair state is confirmed by the work previously done by Zirzelmeier et al31. In their study, 
the triplet pair state formed via singlet fission is spectroscopically similar our data, characterized 
by two sharp ESA peaks at ~475 nm and 510 nm (compared to the relatively broad S1 peaks), with 
a somewhat broadened GSB signal around 660 nm. With this, we conclude that singlet fission is 
the main process occurring in the P2-Dimer. 
 





Section 2.5: Potential CT from Singlet Fission 
With full characterization of both the singlet fission and charge transfer processes 
occurring in the separate active units, we now turn to studying the full Tetramer system and the 
combination of these two processes. Again, we used both a 480 nm pump and a 600 nm pump to 
explore the effects of inducing singlet fission on the pentacene units, and inducing charge transfer 
from the PDI units. First, we look at the 600 nm pump results. 
Looking at Fig. 13a, one of the first things noticeable is the absence of any long-lived state. 
Right away, it seems there is no singlet fission occurring. When analyzed further, this hypothesis 
is confirmed. Using global analysis, the only valid results returned indicated one species with one 
decay constant of 20.1 ps. Fig. 13b compares the kinetic slices of the Tetramer taken at 531 nm 
and 709 nm to those of the P-PDI Dimer (Fig. 10c). The decay times for the tetramer are =18.2 
ps at 531 nm and =17.6 ps at 709 nm, comparatively similar to those of the P-PDI Dimer. 
 
Figure 12: Global analysis results for P2-Dimer. (a) Evolution-associated spectra (EAS) determined 
from Glotaran with a sequential model. EAS1 is initially excited and decays with  = 11.3 ps, while EAS2 
grows in with this same time constant and decays with  = 3.3ns. (b) Depiction of kinetics associated 
with EAS1 and EAS2. 
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From this we can fairly easily conclude that there is no singlet fission occurring in the Tetramer 
system. This is not entirely unexpected, as SF for the P2-Dimer is 11.3 ps, whereas the CT state 
is reached within 0.1s of ps in the P-PDI Dimer. The CT state is proves a competitive process in 
this system, essentially blocking singlet fission from occurring. This result is fairly obviously not 
what the system was initially designed for. Fortunately, the results prove more interesting when 
investigating the Tetramer at a pump energy of 480 nm (Fig. 14).  
 
Figure 13: TA results for Tetramer pumped at 600nm. (a) 2D-pseudocolor plot of TA data, (b) Kinetic 
slices taken at 531 nm and 709 nm compared to those from Pentacene-PDI Dimer pumped at 600 nm in 
Fig. 10c 
 
Figure 14: TA results for Tetramer pumped at 480 nm. (a) 2D-pseudocolor plot of TA data, (b) Kinetic 
slices taken at 531 nm and 709 nm compared to those from Pentacene-PDI Dimer pumped at 480 nm in 
Fig. 10c 
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Right off the bat, it is obvious that the Tetramer does not undergo the same dynamics as 
the P-PDI Dimer when excited at 480 nm. The Tetramer possesses much longer-lived features 
that do not fit a single-exponential decay model. Kinetic slices (Fig. 14b) compare the decays at 
the same wavelengths as the Dimer with the same pump wavelength (Fig. 10c). While the Dimer 
excited state decays fairly uniformly with  ~ 17-18 ps, the Tetramer excited state continues to 
persist for another order of magnitude, with a more complex decay model. Understanding this 
process requires more intensive global analysis (Fig. 15).  
 
Figure 15: Global analysis results for Tetramer with 480 nm pump. (a) Evolution-associated spectra 
(EAS) using sequential model, (b) Kinetic profiles associated with each spectra. EAS1 (black) is initially 
excited and decays with 1=3.2 ps, EAS2 (blue) has a small amount of initial population and grows in 
with 1=3.2 ps and decays with 2=25.9 ps, EAS3 (red) grows in with some combination of 1 and 2, and 
decays with 3 = 682.3 ps 
 
The best fit for this data was a sequential model, with three EAS, and time constants 1 = 
3.2 ps, 2 = 25.9 ps, and 3 = 682.3 ps. It should be clarified that these results have no physical 
meaning at this time, these are simply spectra and time constants that fit the data. In order to have 
physical meaning, actual species must be identified and confirmed. Here is what we can deduce 
from these fits.  
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EAS1 is the initially excited state and bears some spectroscopic resemblance to the singlet 
and triplet state identified in the pentacene dimer depicted in Fig. 12a. A reasonable assumption 
is that this is some excited state induced on the pentacene chromophores in the Tetramer. One 
possibility is simply this is a higher singlet state excited by the higher energy pump. Another 
possibility is that this is a higher triplet state induced by hot singlet fission, or singlet fission from 
some higher energy state than S1. Hot singlet fission has been show to occur on a faster time scale 
than lower energy singlet fission in the same system, so it could make sense that it occurs on a fast 
enough timescale that we cannot characterize the SN state with the TA data, and instead just see 
the TN state.  In order to more fully characterize this state, the P2-Dimer should be studied in TA 
with a 480 nm pump.  
EAS2 has a small amount of population to begin with but also grows in quickly with 1 = 
3.2 ps. There can actually be physically characterized as a CT state. The GSB and ESA 
spectroscopic signatures are fully consistent with those found in the Pentacene-PDI Dimer when 
excited at 480 nm (Fig. 10d). This intuitively makes sense;  as the Tetramer is pumped with 480 
nm and the CT state is quickly formed, as well as continuing to gain population from EAS1. The 
decay time of 2 = 25.9 ps is also consistent with that of the CT state characterized in the Dimer.  
EAS3 also contains spectroscopic similarities to the CT state, though it also possesses some 
key differences. The extra ESA peak at 660 nm, as well as its decay time of 3 = 682.3 ps indicate 
that it is not the exact same CT state as in the Dimer. A possibility is that it is still a CT state, but 
more related to the unidentified excited state depicted in EAS1. A CT state induced by some SN or 
TN state on pentacene might have slightly different spectroscopic properties than that from the S1 
state.  
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In order to fully characterize and give physical meaning to any global analysis model, there 
needs to be more thorough study of hot singlet fission in the P2-Dimer, as well as higher CT states 
in the P-PDI Dimer. Having more information on spectroscopic signatures as well as decay 
characteristics will provide better insight into creating a physical model as well as more 
meaningful decay dynamics. With the information available, it is concluded that the Tetramer 
pumped at 480nm undergoes a complex decay process, probably due to the pentacene-pentacene 
interaction, that is not present in the CT state studied in the P-PDI Dimer. It is certainly possible 
that part of the dynamics we see is hot singlet fission followed by charge transfer, an important 
step in separating the triplet pair state in intramolecular singlet fission systems.  
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In the previous study, we addressed one of the hurdles towards actually utilizing 
intramolecular singlet fission, that is, the difficulty in separating the 1(TT) state into free triplets. 
In this chapter, we address another significant hurdle. The library of molecules that can undergo 
singlet fission is limited by their inherent energetic properties, necessarily, that the first excited 
singlet energy is greater than or equal to twice the triplet energy, E(S1) ≥ 2xE(T1). Only a small 
number of known chromophores satisfy this requirement. This is why many studies are conducted 
on the same systems. One such popular system of study has been that of the oligoacenes31,36–
38,13,39,21,17,40, including tetracene, pentacene, and hexacene. These molecules produce high singlet 
fission yields, and in the case of tetracene, have high enough triplet energies for use in silicon solar 
cell sensitization (T1 > 1.1 eV), but they are highly unstable in air, prone to rapid oxidation. While 
these systems provide ideal foundations for academic study, they have little hope for future in 
commercial applications. In order for singlet fission to be viable in the ways the community hopes 
it can be, we need a larger selection of highly stable and robust singlet fission molecules. Currently, 
there are multiple different molecular design techniques being studied to address this41–46.  
Our approach for this issue is to start with stable chromophores and tune their energy 
levels so they satisfy the energetic requirements of singlet fission. The ultimate goal is to be able 
to induce singlet fission in molecules that do not currently undergo the process, but are ideal 
candidates in every other respect. This will greatly expand the library of possible chromophores 
for use.  
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Section 3.1: Molecular Design - Contortion 
 Singlet and triplet energies are determined not only by the molecular structure but also by 
the degree of contortion, such as bowing and twisting, present in that molecular structure47.  Our 
strategy utilizes molecular strain and contortion as a means to tune the energetics of a 
chromophore. Before fully inducing singlet fission in a system that does not currently undergo it, 
we demonstrated the efficacy of this strategy in controlling singlet fission by employing perylene 
diimide (PDI, Fig. 16a) as our scaffold. We start with PDI as a model system48–50 for several 
reasons: 1) it is a very stable and ubiquitous chemical chromophore, 2) it is known to undergo 
singlet fission in the solid states, albeit with slow rates and low yields, likely due to unfavorable 
energetics, and 3) there are numerous well-developed chemical strategies to functionalize PDI. 
Contortion is introduced into this system by the addition of two terphenyl groups in the -positions 
to create a bowl-shaped curvature51 (bottom of Fig. 16a). Importantly, this contortion results in a 
 
Figure 16: Structure, excited state energies, and optical spectra of PDI-B and PDI. a) Chemical structure 
of PDI-B derivative versus PDI, and curvature of PDI-B; b) representation of DFT calculations of singlet 
and triplet energy levels of both PDI-B and PDI, c) Absorption (solid) and emission (dashed) spectra of 
PDI-B (red) and PDI (black). 
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lowering of the singlet and triplet energies, and a larger singlet-triplet gap due to an increase in 
exchange energy. Therefore, the S1→2T1 process goes from endoergic in planar PDI to 
approximately isoergic in the contorted PDI-B.  
Details for the synthesis and characterization of PDI-B are described by Liu, et al51. The 
bowl-shaped curvature of PDI-B is a structurally stable feature. Repulsion between the middle 
phenyl of the terphenyl bridges and the PDI bay position, as well as strong repulsion between the 
outer phenyl of the terphenyl and the carbonyl of the imide, together bend the PDI along its long 
axis. DFT calculations of this structure indicate both the S1 and T1 energies are similarly lowered 
by ~100-200 meV (Fig. 16b). The first singlet and triplet excited state energies of PDI and PDI-B 
with the same sidechain (R = CH3) were calculated to be S1 = 2.5 eV, T1 = 1.4 eV, and S1 = 2.4 
eV, T1 = 1.2 eV, respectively. The energetic change for singlet fission is ESF = 2ET1 – ES1 ~ 0.3 
eV in PDI and ESF ~ 0.0 eV in PDI-B. Within the uncertainty of the DFT results, these numbers 
indicate that the energy barrier for singlet fission is removed in PDI-B. The steady-state absorption 
 
Figure 17: Molecular packing of PDI-B determined by X-ray diffraction 
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and emission spectra (Fig. 16c) show a notable red-shift in PDI-B compared to planar PDI, 
corresponding to a lowering of the singlet energy, consistent with the DFT calculations. 
 An important feature of this molecule, is the way in which the contorted structure affects 
its molecular packing (Fig. 17). Importantly, it must be noted that the molecular packing here does 
not resemble that of planar PDI counterparts. In this system, there is only pi-pi interaction along 
one axis, the b-axis. This limits the phase space normally present in intermolecular singlet fission 
systems. The intermolecular interaction that does occur in this system, is also only between two 
neighboring molecules, basically, pseudo-dimer pairs. This is an significant property of the PDI-
B crystalline system to keep in mind when studying the triplet pair produced. 
 
 Section 3.2: Transient Absorption of PDI-B 
 To study the excited state dynamics in this system, we used transient absorption (TA) 
spectroscopy with a 515 nm pump 
pulse and a white-light probe pulse; 
the time resolution of our 
measurement is determined by the 
pulse width of the probe (250 fs). It is 
important to note that the time-
resolved spectra are shown in 
differential transmission T/T, the 
opposite sign as the TA data presented 
in the previous chapter. Here, a 
positive signal is indicative of an 
 
Figure 18: Transient absorption data for crystalline PDI-B 
film on sapphire substrate, with 515nm pump, at 77K in 
vacuum, as a function of pump-probe delay and probe 
wavelength 
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increase in transmission, or a decrease in absorption, which is the GSB. A negative signal is 
indicative of a decrease in transmission, or an increase in absorption, which is the ESA. The time-
evolution in the TA spectra is particularly obvious in ESA in the spectral region of 610-660 nm on 
the picosecond time scale. We carried out global analysis of the TA data using the Glotaran 
software35 (University of Amsterdam) in a sequential model; this model determines the kinetic 
evolution from one species to another, each characterized by a unique spectrum.  
 
Figure 19: Global analysis results of PDI-B TA data from Fig. 18, (a) Evolution-associated spectra 
(EAS) determined using a sequential model in Glotaran. EAS1 is initially excited with the pump, and 
decays with 1 = 2.5 ps. EAS2 grows in with 1 = 2.5 ps and decays with 2 = 160 ps. (b) Representation 
of kinetic profiles of EAS1 and EAS2. 
 
In Fig. 19a, we show the evolution-associated spectra (EAS) and the corresponding kinetic 
profiles of the populations. Here, after initial excitation, EAS1 grows within the pump pulse 
duration and is naturally attributed to the promptly formed S1 state, which decays with a time 
constant of 1 = 2.5±0.3 ps. The second excited state associated with EAS2 grows in with the same 
time constant of 1 = 2.5±0.2 ps and, thus, the population is formed at the expense of S1. It decays 
with a time constant of 2 = 160±10 ps. 
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To understand the nature of the second excited state, we take kinetic line cuts at 600 nm 
and 622 nm, Fig. 20a and Fig. 20b on linear and logarithmic scales, respectively. 600 nm is at the 
peak of the GSB signal and 622 nm is the wavelength where ESA is zero from the S1 state and is 
exclusively attributed to the second excited state. The rise in the ESA at 622 nm is well-described 
by a single-exponential with a time constant of 2 ps, close to that of 1 determined by global 
analysis, as expected from the transformation of the initially formed S1 state to this second excited 
state. The nature of this second excited state is revealed in the kinetic profile of the bleaching 
signal.  
 
Figure 20: Kinetic line cuts taken at 600 nm and 622 nm highlighting short-time and long-time kinetics.  
(a) Initial singlet fission kinetics: the dots are the data, with the lines as fits. The fit for 600 nm is double 
exponential with 1=0.15 ps and 2=2.4 ps. The fit for 622 nm is single exponential with =2 ps. (b) 
Kinetics represented on a logarithmic timescale 
 
The kinetic profile at 600 nm shows an initial rise within the experimental time resolution, 
followed by a slower rise with a time constant of 2.4±0.2 ps, which is the same as 1 from global 
analysis. This 2.4±0.2 ps process results in the doubling of the initial bleaching signal from photo-
excitaiton (<0.2 ps). This provides strong evidence for singlet fission, where the transformation of 
the intramolecular S1 state to the inter-molecular triplet pair doubles the number of molecules 
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bleached. This doubling in bleaching on the singlet fission time scale would suggest nearly 
quantitative triplet pair formation, but actual quantitative analysis is difficult due to overlaps in 
ground state bleaching and excited state absorption. Based on this finding and previous studies of 
singlet fission in PDI thin films48–50, we assign EAS2 as the spectroscopic signature for the triplet 
pair formed from singlet fission. The main difference between these two spectral components is 
the blue-shift in the ESA from that of S1 to that assigned to 2T1. Similar small changes in the ESA 
spectra between singlet and triplet have been observed previously for singlet fission in PDI thin 
films.  
 Note that, unlike the main 0-0 vibronic absorption peak at 600 nm, the doubling in ground 
state bleaching on the singlet fission time scale of 2.4 ps is not observed for the weaker 0-1 vibronic 
transition at 577 nm. This may result from the time-dependent increase in the 0-1/0-0 vibronic 
peak ratios in ground state absorption. Spano has shown that an increase in the 0-1/0-0 peak 
intensity ratio for an S0-S1 transition is related to increased disordering in J-aggregates. Here, the 
transient disordering may be induced by singlet fission. This issue deserves further investigation. 
 We note two major differences between singlet fission in PDI-B and PDI thin films. First, 
the time constant for singlet fission, 1 ≈ 2.5 ps, in PDI-B film is two- to three-orders of magnitude 
faster than the 1 = 180-3800 ps lifetime found for PDI films48–50. This is consistent with the 
removal (or substantial reduction) of the energetic barrier for singlet fission in PDI-B due to strain-
based energetic tuning of the singlet and triplet states. The second major difference is that the 
decay lifetime triplets, 2 ≈ 160 ps in the PDI-B film, is also two orders of magnitude shorter than 
those in PDI films. The faster decay of triplets (or the triplet pair) in the PDI-B film could result 
from unique molecular packing in the PDI-B crystal structure (Fig. 17): the lack of p-stacking for 
electronic delocalization. The packing allows for pi-pi overlap between two neighboring 
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molecules, while the next nearest neighbor has almost no electronic contribution due to its 
distance. As a result, the phase space for the triplet pair to diffuse apart via triplet energy transfer, 
i.e., an entropic driving force, is much reduced in the PDI-B film as compared to those in PDI 
films52,53. This explains the faster triplet-triplet recombination in the former. Consistent with the 
fast triplet-triplet recombination, we are not able to directly detect phosphorescence signal from 
the triplets. The short triplet pair lifetime also makes it difficult to harvest the triplets in solar 
energy application, an issue further discussed in the previous two chapters. Further molecular 
design with triplet pair separation in mind, e.g., using molecular dimers with flexible linkers, will 
be necessary from an application point of view.  
  
 Section 3.3: Singlet Fission vs. Intersystem Crossing 
Twisted conjugated aromatic molecular systems, including PDI derivatives have been 
studied before and a common observation is the increased rate of intersystem crossing with 
increased degree of curvature54–57. To eliminate this possibility as an explanation for the ultrafast 
formation (2.5 ps) of the triples, we compare the PDI-B in the crystalline film with that in the 
solution and a dilute film of PDI-B dispersed within a polymer matrix. Inter-molecular singlet 
fission requires the close contact between at least two molecules, while inter-system crossing is a 
unimolecular event. We carry out photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy and time-resolved (TR) 
PL measurements on PDI-B. Fig. 21a shows PL spectra of the three systems. The PL spectrum 
from PDI-B in the solution is characterized by a main peak at 619 nm and a weaker peak at ~650 
nm, assigned to 0-0 and 0-1 vibronic transitions, similar to the PL from solution phase PDI (see 
Fig. 16d). In the polymer matrix the spectrum shows only a small blue-shift, which can be 
attributed to changes in the local dielectric environment, and is otherwise nearly identical to the 
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solution spectrum. In the crystalline film, the PL spectrum exhibits a broadening and an increase 
in the relative intensity of the 0-1 vibronic peak with respect to the 0-1 peak. This is indicative of 
increased electronic coupling between PDI-B molecules, a property that is important for singlet 
fission to occur. This should not be confused with excimer formation in the crystal that has been 
seen in other rylene systems58–60. Because of the unique molecular packing of PDI-B, offering 
lower levels of electronic interaction, excimer formation is not likely. This is also confirmed in the 
shape of the PL spectrum; excimers exhibit red-shifted and extremely broadened PL spectra61–63. 
The slight degree of broadening in the PDI-B crystalline film, coupled with the lack of red-shift 
indicates that excimer formation is not a consideration in this system.  
 
 
Figure 21: Time-resolved photoluminescence supports singlet fission in PDI-B film. (a) PL profiles of 
PDI-Bowl in chloroform, in a polymer (PMMA) matrix, and an annealed thin film, (b) TCSPC profiles 
of the same systems from a). The solution and polymer matrix systems have mono-exponential decays 
with  = 4.7 ns and  = 5.5 ns, respectively; the film has a bi-exponential decay with 1 = 0.17 ns, and 2 




 The TR-PL (Fig. 21b), normalized in each case to optical density, pump power, and 
collection time, also supports singlet fission in the crystalline PDI-B film. The TR-PL traces of 
PDI-B both in solution and in the polymer matrix are of similar intensity and are characterized by 
single-exponential decays with similar time constants of PL ≈ 4.7 and 5.5 ns, respectively. In 
contrast, PL from the crystalline PDI-B thin film is two-orders of magnitude lower in intensity 
and decays over on order of magnitude faster, with PL ≈ 0.17 ns, both consistent with singlet 
fission. Note that the 1 ≈ 2.5 ps singlet fission cannot by resolved in the TR-PL measurement due 
to the limited time resolution (~20 ps). Instead, PL ≈ 0.17 ns time constant is consistent with the 
triplet annihilation time determined in TA measurement, 160 ps. Note that PL decay in the 
crystalline thin film cannot be described by a single exponential and there is a weak but longer 
lived component on the 1.0s ns time scale. This slow component may come from the annihilation 
of a small population of triplets that have spatially separated in parts of the film with favorable 
inter-molecular coupling for triplet energy transfer. 
 The contrasting PL decay dynamics of PDI-B in crystalline thin film from that in the 
solution phase or in the polymer matrix establishes that the fast decay in the former is not a result 
of intersystem crossing, a uni-molecular process, but due to singlet fission. The two-orders of 
magnitude increase in triplet generation rate in crystalline thin films of PDI-B from those in thin 
films of other PDIs can be attributed to the more favorable energetics () for singlet fission in the 
former. Specifically, the closest planar analog to our PDI-B is the PDI with four phenyl groups 
attached to the perylene core, i.e., N,N-bis(n-octyl)-2,5,8,11-tetraphenylperylene-3,4:9,10-
bis(dicarboximide), reported by Wasielewski and coworkers48. The singlet fission time in the solid 
film of this molecule is SF = 180 ps, which is nearly two orders of magnitude slower than the SF 
= 2.4 ps observed here. Our results suggest that the tuning of singlet and triplet energies by 
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molecular strain is a general strategy to control singlet fission energetics, provided that intersystem 
crossing is not too fast to compete. This principal can be applied to a large library of stable 
chromophores that are not typically considered for singlet fission due to their unfavorable 
energetics for this process. Where we have increased the efficiency and rate of singlet fission in a 
molecule that already undergoes the process, there is the possibility to actually induce the process 








Section 4.1: Singlet Fission in Perylene 
In the previous chapter, we discussed the use of molecular contortion to increase the rate 
and efficiency of singlet fission in PDI. Now that we have successfully lowered the energetic 
barrier for singlet fission and increased the rate by at least 2 orders of magnitude in this system 
that we know to already undergo singlet fission in its planar form, we apply this contortion design 
principle to a system that is not known to undergo singlet fission under normal circumstances. In 
this case, we used the closely-related perylene chromophore. To induce the molecular strain, we 
apply the same techniques as with PDI51, attaching the terphenyl bridges in the same configuration, 
and inducing a similar bowing structure. For this system, we also looked at a “half-bowl” structure, 
with only one terphenyl side group, and therefore a lesser degree of induced contortion. We will 
notate the fully-bowed perylene structure as Perylene-B and the half-bowed perylene structure as 
Perylene-B2. Molecular structures of these two systems as well as the planar analog are depicted 
in Fig. 22.  
 Planar perylene does not undergo singlet fission in most circumstances58,59. One reason for 
this is the high energy barrier between the S1 state and the 1(TT) state. With S1 = 2.84 eV and T1 
= 1.59 eV, it is a fairly endoergic process and not energetically favorable to get to the triplet pair 
state. It has been shown that crystalline perylene actually forms an excimer state instead of 
undergoing singlet fission59,58. This is partially because of its crystalline packing, where individual 
molecules interact with very little slip-stacking, creating the perfect structure for an excimer state 
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to form61,62. The presence of this excimer state can be determined by an extremely broad, red-
shifted steady-state PL peak. 
Two instances in the literature have shown singlet fission in planar perylene. The first, 
being a previously mentioned study on perylene polymers30 connected with phenylalkynyl linkers 
that provide freedom of rotation for the purpose of triplet pair separation. These phenylalkynyl 
linkers do not just provide freedom of rotation, but also extend the conjugation of the perylene 
system so as to allow for electronic interaction between chromophores, a necessary property for a 
singlet fission to occur. Along with providing the necessary electronic interaction, this linker also 
ends up lowering the singlet and triplet energies by more than 0.25 eV. The lowering of these 
energy levels is one of the reasons singlet fission occurs when excited to its S1 state at 500nm. Its 
polymeric chain structure also does not allow for excimer formation to occur. 
 The second instance in which perylene has undergone singlet fission is in a recently 
published study by Ni, et al63. in which they excite some SN higher excited state of a cofacial 
perylene dimer and induce singlet fission. When pumping this system at the S1 state, the molecule 
is shown to still undergo excimer formation, but when a higher energetic state is excited, singlet 
fission becomes more energetically favorable as the initially excited state is much higher in energy 
than that of the triplet pair.  
 
 Section 4.2: Characterization of Perylene-B and Perylene-B2 
The first singlet and triplet energy levels for Perylene-B, Perylene-B2, and the planar 
perylene analog were calculated using DFT (represented in Fig. 22). Planar perylene has S1 = 2.84 
eV, and T1 = 1.59 eV. The energetic barrier for singlet fission to occur is ESF = 2ET1 – ES1 which 
is 0.34 eV in the planar perylene analog. This is a similar value to that found in planar PDI  
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 (Chapter 3.1), so it could be asked why this system does not even undergo singlet fission in its 
planar form. This can be explained by the extreme energetic favorability of the excimer state to 
form in addition to this energetic barrier for singlet fission. The bowed systems, along with 
lowering the energetic barrier, also essentially eliminate the possibility of excimer formation 
simply due to the lack possible excimeric intermolecular interactions available. Calculations for 
Perylene-B2 and Perylene-B gave S1 = 2.78 eV, T1 = 1.48 eV; and S1 = 2.68 eV, T1 = 1.43 eV, 
respectively. The energetic barriers for singlet fission, ESF for both Perylene-B and Perylene-
B2 are approximately 0.18 eV, a significant lowering of the energy barrier compared to the planar 
form. 
 
Figure 22: Structures of Perylene systems studied. Perylene-B2 is the half-bowed structure, Perylene-B 
is the fully-bowed structure, and Perylene is the planar analog for purposes of the energy calculations. 
S1 and T1 energies are calculated with DFT and represented in the bottom half versus energy. 
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The steady state absorption for the three 
structures depicted in Fig. 22 can be seen 
in Fig. 23. The spectra were recorded by a 
Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer in 
chloroform, and then normalized to more 
obviously compare the three samples. This 
experimentally confirms the progressive 




 Section 4.3: Inducing Singlet Fission 
We used similar techniques to study Perylene-B and Perylene-B2 as we did with PDI-B 
in Chapter 3, transient absorption 
spectroscopy and time-resolved 
photoluminescence. The TA 
experiments were conducted using a 
390 nm pump and white light 
generated by 780 nm in CaF. Fig. 24 
shows the TA results for Perylene-B. 
As with the TA data in Chapter 3, this 
data is presented in units of T/T, 
equitable to -A. The positive signal 
 
Figure 23: Steady-state UV-Vis for planar perylene, 
(black), Perylene-B2 (blue), and Perylene-B (purple). 
 
Figure 24: Transient absorption for thin film of Perylene-B 
on quartz substrate, pumped at 390nm, presented as a 2D-
pseudocolor plot as a function of pump-probe delay and 
probe wavelength 
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is an increase in transmission, a decrease in absorption, and therefore the GSB features (blue). The 
negative signal is a decrease in transmission, an increase in absorption, and the ESA features (red). 
One of the most important and most noticeable features in the TA data is the increase in bleaching 
signal after ~7.0 ps. In order to more closely examine these dynamics, we plot relevant kinetic and 
spectral slices (Fig. 25).  
 
Figure 25: (a) Spectral TA data for Perylene-B at the relevant decay times of 0.5 ps, 7.0 ps, 35.0 ps, and 
620.0 ps. (b) Kinetic slices of Perylene-B TA data taken at 470 nm and 519 nm (GSB features), 541 nm, 
and 580 nm (ESA feature). 
 
Here, we can clearly see the initial decay of the GSB peaks centered around 470 nm and 519 nm, 
followed by an increase of this same feature. The GSB increase peaks at ~35.0 ps, before a 
subsequent decay. As discussed in the previous chapter, one important signifier of singlet fission 
is the increase of the GSB peaks. This indicates an increase in the number of molecules excited 
out of the ground state, consistent with the process of one molecule in an excited singlet state 
forming an intermolecular triplet pair state. It is also important to note that the ESA feature, 
centered around 580 nm, has an almost monoexponential decay process almost the entire time, 
while the GSB peaks are experiencing an increase in intensity. This indicates the initially excited 
state, of which the ESA is specific to, is decaying through some process that is increasing the total 
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amount of bleached molecules. When studying the Perylene-B2 system, we see similar dynamics 
(Fig. 26). 
 
Figure 26: Transient absorption data for Perylene-B2 thin film with 390 nm pump (a) 2D-pseudocolorplot 
of TA as a function of pump-probe delay, and probe wavelength, (b) spectral slices taken at 0.5 ps (black), 
10.0 ps (gray), 100.0 ps (dark purple) and 750.0 ps (light purple). (c) relevant kinetics slices taken of GSB 
peak at 481 nm, ESA peak at 527 nm, and 502 nm. 
 
We can clearly see an increase in the bleaching peak centered around 481 nm after an initial decay. 
The GSB increase peaks at ~100.0 ps, followed by a subsequent decay. This is accompanied by an 
approximately monoexponential decay of the initially excited ESA peak centered around 527 nm. 
In both Perylene-B and Perylene-B2, while there is an increase in bleaching signal, it is not a 
doubling in intensity like that present in PDI-B, indicating that the singlet fission occurring is not 
quantitative. This is consistent with the presence of an energetic barrier still of ESF = 0.18 eV.  
 In order to clearly understand the dynamics occurring in these two systems, more intensive 
analysis, other than simple line cuts is required. Unfortunately, the global and target analysis 
performed on this data was far from conclusive or meaningful. The data does not fit with a simple 
sequential model of one population decaying into another. This requires more advanced target 
analysis and modelling. In order to perform this kind of analysis, we must have a better idea of the 
different states and decay processes within each system for a meaningful starting model. 
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 Just as with PDI-B, we performed time-resolved photoluminescence measurements on 
both Perylene-B and Perylene-B2 in both solution and film to verify the presence of a bimolecular 
process like singlet fission, as opposed to intersystem crossing (Fig. 27).  
 
Figure 27: Time-resolved photoluminescence cuts at 550nm, (a) Fully bowed Perylene-B in both film 
(purple) and solution in chloroform (black), (b) Half bowed Perylene-B2 in both film (blue) and solution 
in chloroform (black) 
 
While we can make the assumption of singlet fission from the slight increase in GSB in both 
systems, the time-resolved photoluminescence (TR-PL) measurements further confirm this is not 
a unimolecular process like intersystem crossing occurring. Comparing the PL decay times when 
in an isolated unimolecular environment versus when intermolecular interactions occur, it can be 
seen that intersystem crossing is not a significant decay process in these contorted structures, 
unlike other core-twisted aromatics. The TR-PL presented is not normalized to the excitation 
density and absorption coefficient to truly compare the magnitude of PL emitted like with PDI-B, 
rather, each sample is plotted as a function of its own photon count on separate axes. 
 We can also get some idea of the extent to which the degree of contortion has an effect on 
the singlet fission rate by fitting these decay times. The solution of Perylene-B has an 
approximately monoexponential decay with  = 2.7 ns, while the film can be fit with a double 
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exponential decay with 1 = 0.22 ns and 2 = 0.98 ns. The solution of Perylene-B2 has a 
monoexponential decay of  = 2.3 ns, while the film can befit with a double exponential decay of 
1 = 0.25 ns and 2 = 1.5 ns. It should be noted that these values are not physically meaningful in 
terms of the singlet fission process. With a monoexponential time constant, the solution samples 
of each can be concluded to have a fairly simple decay process from excited to ground state, but 
we have already determined the film samples to be much more complex. A fit of one wavelength 
will not result in accurate, physical outputs, which is why we generally use global analysis to fit 
the evolution across all wavelengths simultaneously. While we generally see this applied to TA 
data, it can also be necessary when analyzing TR-PL data in order to resolve the dynamics across 
all wavelengths.  
While the single-wavelength TR-PL data presented in Fig. 27  does not give this type of 
physical information, we can still qualitatively draw some conclusions from it. Judging by the fits 
of each film sample, the excited state decay in the fully-bowed Perylene-B is faster than that of 
the half-bowed Perylene-B2. If we combine this with the GSB dynamics in the TA data for both 
samples, we can also make some tentative conclusions about the singlet fission rates. While fitting 
the GSB kinetic cuts is not really possible, we can pick out at which points the GSB signal peaks 
after its increase due to singlet fission. In Perylene-B, we see the signal peak at ~35.0 ps and in 
Perylene-B2, we see that same signal peak at ~100.0 ps. We can fairly confidently say that singlet 
fission and its subsequent decay occurs on a faster timescale in Perylene-B than in Perylene-B2. 
Unfortunately, while we can conclude that singlet fission occurs in these contorted perylene 
systems, and Perylene-B undergoes this process on a slightly faster timescale than Perylene-B2, 
we cannot shed much more light on the specific dynamics of these systems. More data needs to be 
acquired to come up with a meaningful model. First, TA should be conducted on these samples at 
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a variety of pump energies and power densities. It is possible that a specific vibronic state within 
the progression of each molecule, or a higher electronic state is modulating the process and 
complicating the decay dynamics. It is also possible that the excitation density also has an effect 
on the decay dynamics seen and will alter the initial excited state decay. Understanding both of 
these aspects of the system will help provide a clearer model for purposes of fitting and analysis.  
While we have not fully analytically characterized singlet fission in this system, we can 
conclusively state that singlet fission does, in fact, occur in contorted perylenes. We have now 
induced singlet fission in a system that does not undergo the process in its normal planar state. 
This design strategy can now be used as an alternative to R-group48,64 or linker chemistry17,65,18 to 
expand the library of potential singlet fission chromophores. We are not as limited by the inherent 
energetics of planar chromophores anymore, and can tune the energetics by degrees to suit our 
needs. Energetic tunability is especially important in order to design more stable singlet fission 





The studies contained in this thesis have all centered around one main theme: using 
molecular design to address the hurdles towards making singlet fission applicable. We started by 
thoroughly analyzing the nature of the triplet pair state8. Understanding this state is essential for 
the production and utilization of free triplets.  
The issue of triplet pair separation was addressed by designing a tetrameric system of a 
pentacene dimer sandwiched between two perylene diimide chromophores, in which the energetic 
favorability of the CT state between PDI and pentacene would overcome the binding energy of the 
triplet pair centered on the pentacene dimer. Experimentally, the CT state is a significant energetic 
sink when the tetramer is excited at 600nm, an energy intended to induce singlet fission in the 
pentacene dimer, and singlet fission, let alone triplet pair separation seperation does not occur. 
However, when the system is excited at a higher energy of 480nm, there are indications of hot 
singlet fission followed by a distinct CT state on a long timescale. In order to fully characterize 
this process, hot singlet fission in the pentacene dimer must be further investigated, but we can 
still assert that we have made a step towards triplet pair separation with this tetramer design. 
The other issue addressed in this thesis concerns the number of stable molecules with high 
triplet energies available in the library of singlet fission molecules. For this, we posited a design 
strategy utilizing molecular contortion on already stable, high energy chromophores, to maintain 
these desirable characteristics while tuning the energy for favorable singlet fission. First, to verify 
this strategy, we instituted it on a molecular system that already undergoes singlet fission, but 
somewhat unfavorable. We were able to increase the rate of singlet fission by 2-3 orders of 
magnitude in PDI, likely due to a lowering of the energetic barrier via contortion. Secondly, we 
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induced singlet fission in a system that does not tend to undergo singlet fission due to unfavorable 
energetics. We applied varying degrees of contortion to a perylene backbone, lowering the triplet 
and singlet energies and the energetic barrier for singlet fission, resulting in singlet fission being 
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16-spine State Triplet Pair Eigenenergies Calculations (Chapter 1) 
Apply antisymmetrizer (Slater determinant) to the spatial and spin parts of the wavefunction 
Ψ𝑖 = 𝑃[|𝜙𝑖⟩ ∙ |𝜒𝑖⟩] 
 
Because the spatial parts for all eigenfunctions are the same but there are 16 spin eigenfunctions, 
we will start with |χ1⟩ =
1
√3
[𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2









(𝜶𝜷𝜶𝜷 + 𝜷𝜶𝜶𝜷 + 𝜶𝜷𝜷𝜶 + 𝜷𝜶𝜷𝜶)] 
 + 1,3,4,2 [𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼)] 
 + 1,4,2,3 [𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 −
1
2
(𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽)] 
 − 𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟒, 𝟑 [𝜶𝜶𝜷𝜷 + 𝜷𝜷𝜶𝜶 −
𝟏
𝟐
(𝜶𝜷𝜷𝜶 + 𝜷𝜶𝜷𝜶 + 𝜶𝜷𝜶𝜷 + 𝜷𝜶𝜶𝜷)] 
 − 𝟏, 𝟑, 𝟐, 𝟒 [𝜶𝜷𝜶𝜷 + 𝜷𝜶𝜷𝜶 −
𝟏
𝟐
(𝜶𝜶𝜷𝜷 + 𝜷𝜶𝜶𝜷 + 𝜶𝜷𝜷𝜶 + 𝜷𝜷𝜶𝜶)] 
 − 𝟏, 𝟒, 𝟑, 𝟐 [𝜶𝜷𝜷𝜶 + 𝜷𝜶𝜶𝜷 −
𝟏
𝟐
(𝜶𝜷𝜶𝜷 + 𝜷𝜷𝜶𝜶 + 𝜶𝜶𝜷𝜷 + 𝜷𝜶𝜷𝜶)] 
 + 2,1,4,3 [𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽)] 
 + 2,3,1,4 [𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼)] 
 + 2,4,3,1 [𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽)] 
 − 𝟐, 𝟏, 𝟑, 𝟒 [𝜶𝜶𝜷𝜷 + 𝜷𝜷𝜶𝜶 −
𝟏
𝟐
(𝜷𝜶𝜶𝜷 + 𝜶𝜷𝜶𝜷 + 𝜷𝜶𝜷𝜶 + 𝜶𝜷𝜷𝜶)] 
 − 2,3,4,1 [𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽)] 
 − 2,4,1,3 [𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽)] 
 + 3,1,2,4 [𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 −
1
2
(𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼)] 
 + 3,2,4,1 [𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽)] 
 + 3,4,1,2 [𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼)] 
 − 3,1,4,2 [𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼)] 
 − 𝟑, 𝟐, 𝟏, 𝟒 [𝜷𝜶𝜶𝜷 + 𝜶𝜷𝜷𝜶 −
𝟏
𝟐
(𝜶𝜷𝜶𝜷 + 𝜶𝜶𝜷𝜷 + 𝜷𝜷𝜶𝜶 + 𝜷𝜶𝜷𝜶)] 
 − 3,4,2,1 [𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽)] 
 + 4,1,3,2 [𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼)] 
 + 4,2,1,3 [𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽)] 
 + 4,3,2,1 [𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽)] 
 56 
 − 4,1,2,3 [𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽)] 
 − 𝟒, 𝟐, 𝟑, 𝟏 [𝜷𝜶𝜷𝜶 + 𝜶𝜷𝜶𝜷 −
𝟏
𝟐
(𝜷𝜷𝜶𝜶 + 𝜷𝜶𝜶𝜷 + 𝜶𝜷𝜷𝜶 + 𝜶𝜶𝜷𝜷)] 
 − 4,3,1,2 [𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼 + 𝛼𝛼𝛽𝛽 −
1
2
(𝛽𝛼𝛼𝛽 + 𝛽𝛼𝛽𝛼 + 𝛼𝛽𝛼𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽𝛽𝛼)]) 
 




∗ ( 1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5)]
− 1,2,4,3 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃4 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3)]
− 1,3,2,4 [𝜃2 + 𝜃5 −
1
2
(𝜃1 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃6)]
− 1,4,3,2 [𝜃4 + 𝜃3 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃6 + 𝜃1 + 𝜃5)]
− 2,1,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃3 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃4)]
− 3,2,1,4 [𝜃3 + 𝜃4 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃1 + 𝜃6 + 𝜃5)]
− 4,2,3,1 [𝜃5 + 𝜃2 −
1
2
(𝜃6 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃1)] 
 
When calculating the eigenenergy,  𝐸1 = ⟨Ψ1|𝐻|Ψ1⟩, the first term in the wavefunction 
corresponds to 𝐸0, the HOMO-LUMO excitation energy. The second and fifth to the HOMO(b)-
LUMO(b) and HOMO(a)-LUMO(a) interactions, respectively, or K0. The third term corresponds 








⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5)] |𝐸|1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2






⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,2,4,3 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2






⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,3,2,4 [𝜃2 + 𝜃5 −
1
2









⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,4,3,2 [𝜃4 + 𝜃3 −
1
2










⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|2,1,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2






⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|3,2,1,4 [𝜃3 + 𝜃4 −
1
2









⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|4,2,3,1 [𝜃5 + 𝜃2 −
1
2





















The same process is repeated for the rest of the 16 eigenstates. 
 










∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃2 − 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 + 𝜃5] −  1,2,4,3[𝜃4 − 𝜃5 − 𝜃2 + 𝜃3]  
  −1,3,2,4[𝜃1 − 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 + 𝜃6] −  1,4,3,2[𝜃2 − 𝜃6 − 𝜃1 + 𝜃5] 
  −2,1,3,4[𝜃3 − 𝜃2 − 𝜃5 + 𝜃4] −  3,2,1,4[𝜃2 − 𝜃1 − 𝜃6 + 𝜃5] 














































































[𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)] 
 
|Ψ3,𝑀𝑠=0⟩ =  
1
√3√4!
∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)]
− 1,2,4,3 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃4 + 𝜃5 − 𝜃2 − 𝜃3)]
− 1,3,2,4 [𝜃2 − 𝜃5 −
1
2
(𝜃1 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃6)]
− 1,4,3,2 [𝜃4 − 𝜃3 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃6 − 𝜃1 − 𝜃5)]
− 2,1,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃3 + 𝜃2 − 𝜃5 − 𝜃4)]
− 3,2,1,4 [𝜃3 − 𝜃4 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃1 − 𝜃6 − 𝜃5)]
− 4,2,3,1 [𝜃5 − 𝜃2 −
1
2







⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)] |𝐸|1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2






⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,2,4,3 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2









⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,3,2,4 [𝜃2 − 𝜃5 −
1
2









⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,4,3,2 [𝜃4 − 𝜃3 −
1
2









⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|2,1,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2






⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|3,2,1,4 [𝜃3 − 𝜃4 −
1
2









⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃6 −
1
2
(𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5)] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|4,2,3,1 [𝜃5 − 𝜃2 −
1
2


































(𝜃8 + 𝜃9) 
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(𝜃11 + 𝜃12) − √
2
3
𝜃13] − 1,2,4,3 [
1
√6







(𝜃11 + 𝜃13) − √
2
3
𝜃12] − 1,4,3,2 [
1
√6







(𝜃12 + 𝜃11) − √
2
3
𝜃13] − 3,2,1,4 [
1
√6







(𝜃14 + 𝜃12) − √
2
3






(𝜃11 + 𝜃12) − √
2
3 𝜃13] |𝐸|1,2,3,4 [
1
√6








(𝜃11 + 𝜃12) − √
2
3 𝜃13] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,2,4,3 [
1
√6











(𝜃11 + 𝜃12) − √
2
3 𝜃13] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,3,2,4 [
1
√6












(𝜃11 + 𝜃12) − √
2
3 𝜃13] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,4,3,2 [
1
√6











(𝜃11 + 𝜃12) − √
2
3 𝜃13] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|2,1,3,4 [
1
√6


























(𝜃11 + 𝜃12) − √
2
3 𝜃13] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|4,2,3,1 [
1
√6







































∗ (1,2,3,4[𝜃1 − 𝜃6 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃5] 
  −1,2,4,3[𝜃1 − 𝜃6 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5 − 𝜃2 − 𝜃3] − 1,3,2,4[𝜃2 − 𝜃5 + 𝜃1 + 𝜃3 − 𝜃4 − 𝜃6] 
  −1,4,3,2[𝜃4 − 𝜃3 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃6 − 𝜃1 − 𝜃5] − 2,1,3,4[𝜃1 − 𝜃6 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃2 − 𝜃5 − 𝜃4] 







































































































































(𝜃7 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9) +
√3
2 𝜃10] |𝐸|1,2,3,4 [
1
√12








(𝜃7 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9) +
√3
2 𝜃10] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,2,4,3 [
1
√12











(𝜃7 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9) +
√3
2 𝜃10] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,3,2,4 [
1
√12








(𝜃7 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9) +
√3
2 𝜃10] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,4,3,2 [
1
√12











(𝜃7 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9) +
√3
2 𝜃10] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|2,1,3,4 [
1
√12








(𝜃7 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9) +
√3
2 𝜃10] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|3,2,1,4 [
1
√12









(𝜃7 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9) +
√3
2 𝜃10] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|4,2,3,1 [
1
√12

























































































(𝜃11 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃13) −
√3
2 𝜃14] |𝐸|1,2,3,4 [
1
√12








(𝜃11 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃13) −
√3
2 𝜃14] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,2,4,3 [
1
√12












(𝜃11 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃13) −
√3
2 𝜃14] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,3,2,4 [
1
√12








(𝜃11 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃13) −
√3
2 𝜃14] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,4,3,2 [
1
√12


























(𝜃11 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃13) −
√3
2 𝜃14] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|3,2,1,4 [
1
√12








(𝜃11 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃13) −
√3
2 𝜃14] |𝑉𝑖𝑗|4,2,3,1 [
1
√12

































∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃2 − 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 − 𝜃5] − 1,2,4,3 [𝜃4 − 𝜃5 + 𝜃2 − 𝜃3]
− 1,3,2,4 [𝜃1 − 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 − 𝜃6] − 1,4,3,2 [𝜃2 − 𝜃6 + 𝜃1 − 𝜃5]
− 2,1,3,4 [𝜃3 − 𝜃2 + 𝜃5 − 𝜃4] − 3,2,1,4 [𝜃2 − 𝜃1 + 𝜃6 − 𝜃5]






















































































∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃8 − 𝜃9] − 1,2,4,3 [𝜃8 − 𝜃9] − 1,3,2,4 [𝜃7 − 𝜃9]






















































































∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃11 − 𝜃12] − 1,2,4,3 [𝜃11 − 𝜃12] − 1,3,2,4 [𝜃11 − 𝜃13]
− 1,4,3,2 [𝜃11 − 𝜃14] − 2,1,3,4 [𝜃12 − 𝜃11] − 3,2,1,4 [𝜃13 − 𝜃12]




















































































∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5]
−  1,2,4,3 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃3]
− 1,3,2,4 [𝜃2 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃1 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃6]
− 1,4,3,2 [𝜃4 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃6 + 𝜃1 + 𝜃5]
− 2,1,3,4 [𝜃1 + 𝜃6 + 𝜃3 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃5 + 𝜃4]
− 3,2,1,4 [𝜃3 + 𝜃4 + 𝜃2 + 𝜃1 + 𝜃6 + 𝜃5]



























































∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃7 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9 + 𝜃10] − 1,2,4,3 [𝜃10 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃9 + 𝜃7]
− 1,3,2,4 [𝜃8 + 𝜃7 + 𝜃9 + 𝜃10] − 1,4,3,2 [𝜃7 + 𝜃10 + 𝜃9 + 𝜃8]
− 2,1,3,4 [𝜃7 + 𝜃9 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃10] − 3,2,1,4 [𝜃9 + 𝜃8 + 𝜃7 + 𝜃10]




























































∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃11 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃13 + 𝜃14] − 1,2,4,3 [𝜃11 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃14 + 𝜃13]
− 1,3,2,4 [𝜃11 + 𝜃13 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃14] − 1,4,3,2 [𝜃11 + 𝜃14 + 𝜃13 + 𝜃12]
− 2,1,3,4 [𝜃12 + 𝜃11 + 𝜃13 + 𝜃14] − 3,2,1,4 [𝜃13 + 𝜃12 + 𝜃11 + 𝜃14]



















































𝑬𝟔,𝑴𝒔=𝟐 = ⟨𝚿𝟔,𝑴𝒔=𝟐|𝑯|𝚿𝟔,𝑴𝒔=𝟐⟩ 
 





∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃15] − 1,2,4,3 [𝜃15] − 1,3,2,4 [𝜃15] − 1,4,3,2 [𝜃15] − 2,1,3,4 [𝜃15]
− 3,2,1,4 [𝜃15] − 4,2,3,1 [𝜃15]) 
 
 
⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃15]|𝐸|1,2,3,4 [𝜃15]⟩ 
= 𝟐𝑬𝟎 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃15]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,2,4,3 [𝜃15]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝟎 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃15]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,3,2,4 [𝜃15]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝒍𝒉 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃15]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,4,3,2 [𝜃15]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝒍𝒍 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃15]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|2,1,3,4 [𝜃15]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝟎 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃15]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|2,1,3,4 [𝜃15]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝒉𝒉 
 










𝑬𝟔,𝑴𝒔=−𝟐 = ⟨𝚿𝟔,𝑴𝒔=−𝟐|𝑯|𝚿𝟔,𝑴𝒔=−𝟐⟩ 
 





∗ (1,2,3,4 [𝜃16] − 1,2,4,3 [𝜃16] − 1,3,2,4 [𝜃16] − 1,4,3,2 [𝜃16] − 2,1,3,4 [𝜃16]
− 3,2,1,4 [𝜃16] − 4,2,3,1 [𝜃16]) 
 74 
 
⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃16]|𝐸|1,2,3,4 [𝜃16]⟩ 
= 𝟐𝑬𝟎 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃16]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,2,4,3 [𝜃16]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝟎 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃16]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,3,2,4 [𝜃16]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝒍𝒉 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃16]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|1,4,3,2 [𝜃16]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝒍𝒍 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃16]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|2,1,3,4 [𝜃16]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝟎 
 
−⟨1,2,3,4 [𝜃16]|𝑉𝑖𝑗|2,1,3,4 [𝜃16]⟩ 
= −𝑲𝒉𝒉 
 




𝑬𝟔,𝑴𝒔=−𝟐 = 𝟐𝑬𝟎 − 𝟐𝑲𝟎 − 𝑲𝒍𝒍 − 𝑲𝒉𝒉 − 𝑲𝒍𝒉 − 𝑲𝒉𝒍 
 
 
 
 
